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To Eleanor Poole, my mother, who through your
example taught me to strive for excellence. You had 
faith in me, and your unconditional love has shaped 
me into the woman I am today. 

To Sharon Glass-Watson, my cousin, you taught me 
to be proud of my appearance when I was a child and 
as an adult!

To Geraldine Norwood, my aunt, your unwavering 
support has encouraged me to strive for my goals. 

To Theresa Brown, my cousin, you have been my 
listening ear and encourager ever since we were 
children.

To my Christian and Jewish friends, you are shining 
examples that life comes full circle. 
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It was deeply touching to me to see old men painfully 
following the simple words of spelling; so intensely 
eager to learn. I felt that for such people to have been 
kept in the darkness of ignorance was an unpardonable 
sin, and I rejoiced that even then I could enter 
measurably upon the course in life I had so long ago 
chosen.

~Fanny Jackson Coppin, 1913

At that time, I was the only colored girl in the class,
and I felt that I had to hold high the banner of my race.

~Mary Church Terrell, 1940

I found that my biggest task was to accustom the 
students to my presence in the classroom. I found that 
entering a class for the first time, I met many surprised 
glances and looks of “Do colored students go here?” or 
frowns of disgust…. Well honestly, my reaction was to 
show people that I was a good student…. So in the 
classroom talk; I made myself heard. 

~Edythe Hargrave, 1942
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“Homo sum humani a me nihil alienum puto.”

~Roman dramatist Terence, Heauton 
Timorumenos

“We love America! She is not a perfect union, yet she 
has the capacity to become better. Hic manebimus 
optime!

~Anonymous
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~Dr. Angela E. Poole, 2018
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Walk together children,
Don’t you get weary,
Walk together children,
Don’t you get weary,
Oh, talk together children,
Don’t you get weary,
There’s a great camp meeting in the 
Promised Land.

Sing together children,
Don’t you get weary,
Sing together children,
Don’t you get weary,
Oh, shout together children,
Don’t you get weary,
There’s a great camp meeting in the 
Promised Land.

Oh, get you ready children,
Don’t you get weary,
Get you ready children,
Don’t you get weary.
We’ll enter there, oh, children,
Don’t you get weary,
There’s a great camp meeting in the 
Promised Land.

~Walk Together Children, Negro Spiritual
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"Discrimination and segregation have long 
permeated much of American life; they now 
threaten the future of every American. 

This deepening racial division is not inevitable. The 
movement apart can be reversed. Choice is still 
possible. Our principal task is to define that choice 
and to press for a national resolution. 

To pursue our present course will involve the 
continuing polarization of the American community 
and, ultimately, the destruction of basic democratic 
values. 

The alternative is not blind repression or 
capitulation to lawlessness. It is the realization of 
common opportunities for all within a single 
society. 

This alternative will require a commitment to 
national action--compassionate, massive and 
sustained, backed by the resources of the most 
powerful and the richest nation on this earth. From 
every American it will require new attitudes, new 
understanding, and, above all, new will." 

~Kerner Commission Report, February 29, 1968
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The process of school desegregation involves factors such 
as generational poverty, community segregation, and 
school funding structures. These factors, among many 
others, impact the trends of desegregation and 
resegregation of schools.   Every child has the right to an 
excellent educational experience regardless of where they 
live.

This book takes a glimpse into the forces that resulted 
in the Supreme Court’s determination that the Chicago 
Public School District (CPS) needed to make changes to 
address segregation in its schools and the 1980 consent 
decree that enforced the judgment of the Court. The nature 
of the consent decrees and their impact on desegregation 
in the district is also examined.

Efforts to address education segregation, and its 
accompanying inequality, include court-enforced consent 
decrees. This book focuses on the impact of the Consent 
Decree issued to the District in 1980 by the United States
Department of Justice on the desegregation of students in 
the CPS. It explores how local, regional, and national 
forces defined the course of events that shaped the consent
decree issued in 1980 by the US Department of Justice. It 
goes on to consider the content of the original decree, as 
well as its impact on educational desegregation efforts in 
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Chicago. Also, the events leading to the issuance of the 
2004 and 2006 modifications to the 1980 decree are 
considered. Most importantly, the effectiveness of consent 
decrees as a solution for segregation is explored, including 
the role of poverty in segregation, and the ways in which 
the consent decrees failed to address this aspect of the 
problem. This book will consider the remedies that 
emerged from the decree, and its subsequent 
modifications, including changes made, and the impact of 
federal intervention through consent decrees on addressing 
desegregation.  

A court ordered consent decree is a powerful legal tool 
designed to affect change. It has the same legal force and 
character as a judgment decreed by a court after a fully 
litigated trial (Flicker, 1990). If, however, the terms are not 
clear regarding the correction of the unjust situation, then 
the consent decree is ineffective, and a return to the 
courthouse is needed to clarify the terms of fulfilling the 
decree. Terminology and intent of meaning must be made 
as clear as possible in consent decrees, or there will be 
many return visits to the courts. After the original Brown 
v. Board of Education ruling in 1954 (Brown I), the school
district agreed to desegregate their schools–just not right
now. The defendants had to return to the Supreme Court,
and the Court had to clarify in Brown II that desegregation
had to take place “with all due speed.”
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Consent decrees have been utilized in many legal 

proceedings throughout the decades. The courts have long 
recognized that remedies achieved by settlement may be 
more useful in implementing the constitutional guarantee 
of equal protection than a court-ordered solution, which 
the community might regard as being forced on them by 
outsiders (Flicker, 1990). Failure to obey the consent 
decree may result in the court finding the offending party 
in contempt of its ruling and result in penalties. In general, 
the plaintiffs in lawsuits prefer consent decrees because 
such arrangements have the power of the court to enforce 
them; defendants who wish to avoid negative publicity 
also tend to prefer such agreements because they limit the 
exposure of damaging details. Throughout the history of 
court ordered consent decrees regarding desegregation, 
depending on the composition of the Supreme Court as 
either liberal or conservative, rulings have reflected 
varying viewpoints regarding consent decrees and the 
scope of the Court’s power of enforcing them. The critics 
of consent decrees argue that the courts assert too much 
power over the defendant. The more conservative view 
taken by many courts contend that the courts have imposed 
conditions, through the requirements of the consent 
decrees regarding desegregation, on state and local 
governments that take away power from the states. 

The role of a consent decree in desegregation efforts 
can be seen in the decrees issued to address educational 
segregation in Chicago. On September 24, 1980, the 
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United States government filed a complaint against the 
Chicago Public School District. This complaint alleged 
that the district participated in actions that fostered 
inequalities regarding the quality of education provided. 
On the same day, a consent degree was filed, in which 
the Board of Education agreed to develop a system-wide 
plan to remedy the effects of segregation of African-
American and Latino students without admitting any 
culpability in the perpetuation of segregation.

The Chicago Public School District’s response neither 
acknowledged nor denied the allegation that its actions 
were in violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the 
Fourteenth Amendment, as well as Titles IV and VI of 
the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The district did recognize 
that the segregation of students could be 
detrimental to students’ education. However, at the same 
time, it pointed out the financial difficulties inherent in 
addressing the challenges of correcting segregation.  

The decree acknowledged the reality that all schools 
in Chicago might not be able to be desegregated. If this 
were the case, CPS would be expected to provide 
quality educational learning experiences and 
opportunities for minority students in segregated 
schools. The decree also stated that the desegregation 
plan was designed to benefit all races of students, and 
placed the responsibility of desegregation of the CPS 
on all races and ethnic groups within the school 
system. The district began to make organizational and 
structural changes designed to meet 
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provisions of the decree. State and federal laws passed 
after the 1980 Decree also took into consideration the 
mandates of the decree.

Desegregation challenges the “pattern of providing the 
weakest educational opportunities to the most 
disadvantaged students” (Chavez & Frankenberg, 2009, p. 
iii). School ethnic integration, on the other hand, is 
perceived as a process that attempts to bring students of 
various ethnic backgrounds together within the same 
school (Vergon, 1990). Recognizing that bringing children 
of different races into the same school buildings and 
classrooms does not, of course, eliminate challenges that a 
racially polarized society presents, federal intervention has 
had a powerful influence on integration and desegregation 
efforts. Desegregation is a comprehensive effort to 
“transcend color lines, equalize opportunities, and build a 
more positive community future but it involves some 
tradeoffs” (Chavez & Frankenberg, 2009, p. iii). 

The Political Context of Educational Reform 

In what political context is the educational reform, such as 
ethnic integration or maintaining integration, taking place? 
Who will be affected by the new policy? How will the 
educational change affect those it impacts? What are the 
potential forces that might help or hinder the reform 
process? Also, what is the impact on African American 
and Latino students of attending schools that are racially 
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isolated and have high rates of poverty? Is poverty the new 
segregation?  

Poverty negatively impacts students in a variety of 
ways. As Rebecca C. Fauth has observed, “the detrimental 
impacts of poverty on various domains of child health and 
well-being, including school readiness and achievement, 
behavior problems, and mental health” have been well 
documented. Students who live in poverty tend to live in 
segregated communities, and thus, the neighborhood 
schools reflect this unfortunate reality. Fauth suggests, 
“Because inadequate economic resources constrain the 
housing choices of poor families, low-income families in 
the U.S. are more likely than non-poor families to grow up 
in areas of concentrated poverty characterized by crime, 
unemployment, and lack of resources” (Fauth, 2004). 

Poverty has a powerful impact on school desegregation 
efforts because of the high concentrations of poverty in the 
neighborhoods surrounding the schools. Research, such as 
that done by Douglas S. Massey, has demonstrated that in 
many cases students’ race may be a determining factor of 
whether or not they live in an impoverished neighborhoods
(Massey, 1990). There have been efforts to deconcentrate 
poverty in communities, such as building mixed income 
housing in which families of different income levels live 
in the same housing complexes and providing rental 
assistance to families to rent in low-poverty, low-minority 
neighborhoods. These efforts have faced challenges that 
illustrate the need for a comprehensive strategy for 
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providing families with support and resources such as 
transportation, health clinics, and daycare subsidies that 
are essential in assisting families out of poverty and 
keeping them from returning to it.
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Integrating all the ethnic groups that have come, by choice 
or force, to the North American continent into a truly 
United States of America has been a difficult task and one 
that may never be completed. Efforts to eliminate 
segregation in the U.S. have been met with both strong 
opposition and more subtle excuses. Access to quality 
education has been a central issue in desegregation efforts, 
because of its importance to the success of individuals, and 
to their ability to actively participate in our democracy.  

For more than one hundred years the U.S. federal 
government has played a vital role in this struggle to    
eliminate the social boundaries that divided those 
Americans whose ancestors came from Europe and those 
who were brought here forcibly from Africa. Also, the 
history of governmental involvement in education matters 
in America can be traced back to the early colonists of New 
England. Before exploring the case of the Chicago, 
Consent Decrees, it is important to consider the historical 
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context of desegregation efforts in the US, along with a
discussion of the ways in which the U.S. federal 
government has worked towards a more unified nation and 
the resistance that they have met. 

Federal involvement in desegregation efforts can be 
traced back to the landmark 1896 Supreme Court case of 
Plessy v. Ferguson. In this case, the plaintiff, Homer 
Adolph Plessy, was seven-eighths Caucasian and one 
eighth African-American. Plessy’s racial classification 
emanated from the “one-drop rule,” wherein a person who 
was determined to have one drop of blood from an African-
American ancestor was classified as an African American. 
Plessy purchased a first-class ticket in Louisiana to board 
the East Louisiana Railway from New Orleans to 
Covington. Having white skin, he attempted to sit in an all-
white passenger railway car and was informed that he had 
to sit in the “colored” car. He refused and was arrested for 
violating an 1890 Louisiana state statute that required, 
“railway companies carrying passengers in their coaches in 
that State, to provide equal, but separate, accommodations 
for the white and colored races” (Plessy v. Ferguson, 1896, 
p. 3). In delivering its decision, the Supreme Court stated
that “we cannot say that a law which authorizes or even
requires the separation of the two races in public
conveyances is unreasonable” and upheld the law by a 7–1
vote. This decision created a legal precedent that supported
racial segregation.
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President Harry Truman’s 1948 executive order 

outlawing racial segregation in the U.S. Armed Forces set 
an important precedent for federal involvement on the side 
of desegregation. Investigation into the Army’s policy on
African Americans began in 1945. In a September 12, 
1946, letter to the National Urban League, President 
Truman stated that the government has “an obligation to 
see that the civil rights of every citizen are fully and equally 
protected.” This statement was followed in December of
that year with the President’s appointment of the 
President’s Committee on Civil Rights. This committee 
issued the report To Secure These Rights in 1947, 
condemning segregation and recommending both 
legislation and administrative action. After discussion with 
African-American leaders, and debate amongst the 
Democratic Party, President Truman signed Executive 
Order 9981 on July 26, 1948. The order declared that 
“there shall be equality of treatment and opportunity for all 
persons in the armed services without regard to race, color, 
religion, or national origin.” 

Just a few years later, in 1954, the Supreme Court 
invalidated the 1894 Plessy ruling in the landmark case of 
Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka. This Supreme 
Court ruling asserted that the segregation of children in the 
public schools solely by race denied African-American 
children the equal protection of the law guaranteed by the 
Fourteenth Amendment, even if the physical facilities were 
equal.
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The ray of hope for equality that began to shine in 1954 

continued to grow in the following decades, and the U.S. 
government responded to the concerns voiced by the Civil 
Rights movement with both legislation and Supreme Court 
rulings. The 1964 Civil Rights Act prohibited racially 
segregated public accommodations, as well as imposing 
penalties for racial discrimination in the workplace. In 
1967, the Supreme Court ruled, in the Loving v. Virginia
case, that laws banning interracial marriage violated the 
Fourteenth Amendment. The Civil Rights Act of 1968, 
which includes the Fair Housing Act, prohibits racially 
motivated housing segregation. Unfortunately, fair housing 
has been difficult to enforce and can be seen to have 
contributed to de facto segregation of schools. 

A Brief History of Federal Intervention into 
Education

The intervention of the U.S. government into matters of 
educational segregation can be seen to have roots in a long 
history of concern for the importance of education in 
creating informed citizens who are equipped to play an 
active role in our democracy. Historically, government 
involvement in educating the public of what would become 
the United States began with the passing of the 
Massachusetts Bay Law of 1642. While the religious 
concerns of the Massachusetts laws have all but 
disappeared from the public education landscape, they laid 
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the groundwork for more recent forms of federal 
involvement. 

It was recognized by the leaders of the Massachusetts 
Bay Colony that an educated public was vital to the success 
of their community. The public needed to be educated to be 
able to comprehend the written codes, both religious and 
secular, that the colonies had established. It was this need 
that led to the enforcement of compulsory education 
mandated by the Massachusetts Bay Law of 1642. The 
requirement of public education was created because of
necessity. 

The Massachusetts Bay Law of 1642 stated that parents, 
and masters of those children who were their apprentices, 
were responsible for their basic education in religion and 
literacy. The driving force behind this idea was the 
rationale that if all the citizenry could understand the 
written language on a basic level, then they would abide by 
the laws of the land. 

In 1642, there was no concept of formal schooling. The 
law did emphasize. However, that should parents and 
masters become lax in their educational duties, and their 
children or apprentices were unable to meet the basic 
criteria outlined by the governing officials, the government 
would have the right to remove the children or apprentices
to a location where they could receive adequate instruction. 

A few years later, in 1647, a Massachusetts Law that has 
come to be known as the Old Deluder Satan Act (after the 
phrase found in the first sentence of the law) was created as 
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a continuance of governmental supervision established by 
the Massachusetts Law of 1642. This act ordered that 
“every township in this jurisdiction after the Lord hath 
increased them to fifty households shall forthwith appoint 
one within their town to teach all such children as shall 
resort to him to write and read.” (Old Deluder Satan Act, 
1647).

The Old Deluder Satan Act required that towns of fifty 
families or more hire a schoolmaster who would teach 
children to read and write. Towns of one hundred families 
or more were required to have a grammar schoolmaster. As 
these laws illustrate, religious concerns in Massachusetts 
(i.e., learning to read to read the Bible to avoid being 
deluded by Satan) laid the groundwork for federal 
intervention in education. Although the governmental
intervention in the educational development of its citizenry 
was originally a response to an ecclesiastical quest in the 
new world, it eventually evolved into education as a goal 
in and of itself. 

Achieving this goal was complicated by the distribution 
of powers laid out in the U.S. Constitution. Public 
education was not mentioned as one of the powers granted 
to the federal government by the U.S. Constitution and 
therefore has historically been delegated to local and state 
governments. However, Article 1, Section 8, of the 
Constitution grants Congress the power to levy and collect 
taxes to provide for the general welfare of the United 
States. It is under the general welfare clause that the federal 
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government assumed the power to initiate educational 
activity in its right and to participate jointly with states, 
agencies, and individuals in educational activities. 

In the nineteenth century, federal intervention in 
education included the funding of vocational training 
schools and land grant colleges. In 1867, the U.S. Office of 
Education was established. The function of this office was 
to collect data on schools and instruction that would assist 
states in the creation, development, and implementation of 
effective school systems. In 1890, the passage of the 
Second Morrill Act assigned the Office of Education the 
responsibility of administering support for the original 
system of land-grant colleges. In 1917, vocational 
education became the next major area of federal funding to 
schools with the Smith-Hughes Act. This was followed by 
the 1946 George-Barden Act, which focused on 
agriculture, industrial arts and home economics training for 
students. 

World War II led to expansion of federal support for 
education, including funding for school districts that had 
been affected by the presence of military and other federal 
installations, along with the GI Bill, which authorized 
postsecondary education assistance that would send nearly 
eight million WW II veterans to college. 
The Roots of Educational Desegregation in the 
1950s

In the mid-twentieth century, federal intervention in 
education shifted from financial support to legislative and 
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judicial actions. In 1954, the Supreme Court handed down 
the landmark decision of Brown v. Board of Education
(Brown I), which declared that state laws that established 
separate public schools based on race were 
unconstitutional. Brown v. Board of Education was a 
defining moment in the legal history of American school 
desegregation in the U.S. This case impacted the social and 
political landscape of the country by formally outlawing 
segregation in public schools. Thurgood Marshall, a 
primary actor in the case, believed that the use of the law, 
and the legal system, was the most effective means to 
protect the civil rights of African Americans. Marshall, 
being well versed in the Constitution, understood how its 
principles apply to the protection of the civil rights of 
American citizens and was determined that those 
protections would be granted to all citizens. The team of 
lawyers who argued Brown I for the appellants also 
included National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People (NAACP) attorneys George Hayes and 
James Nabrit, Jr., who were prominent activists in the civil 
rights movement. 

The legal groundwork for Brown I case was laid in the 
Bolling v. Sharpe case of 1954. The Sharpe case did not 
address school desegregation within the context of the 
Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. 
Instead, the Court held that school segregation was 
unconstitutional under the Due Process Clause of the Fifth 
Amendment of the Constitution. Nabrit’s argument in 
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Bolling was based on the unconstitutionality of 
segregation, while the more well-known Brown case 
argued that the concept of “separate but equal” (which was 
established by the Plessy case in 1896) was a misleading 
notion because facilities for the African-American students 
were highly inadequate. 

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., a major social and political 
force at the time, viewed the Supreme Court’s decision in 
the first Brown case as a decisive occurrence. He felt that 
the decision “brought hope to millions of disinherited 
Negroes” but worried that its implementation would not be 
realized without “a sharp and difficult struggle” (King, 
1960, 8). Dr. King advocated going beyond desegregation. 
He acknowledged that merely getting the students into the 
same school building was not enough. “Desegregation,” he 
wrote, “simply removes these legal and social prohibitions. 
Integration is creative and is, therefore, more profound and 
far reaching” (King, 1962, p. 118). Dr. King went on to 
describe integration as “the positive acceptance of 
desegregation and the welcomed participation of Negroes 
into the total range of human activities” (King, 1962, p. 
118). His resolution was not to abandon desegregation but 
to intensify it. 

Timely compliance has historically been a critical issue 
in the implementation of desegregation legislation, and this 
was evident as early as the Brown case. While Brown I 
found the segregation of schools to be unconstitutional, the 
issue soon arose as to how quickly school boards would be 
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required to desegregate their school systems. The school 
boards raised concerns about the necessary facilities, 
transportation challenges, and staffing issues concerning 
the meeting the requirement of desegregating their school 
districts. In response, the Court issued its ruling in a 1955 
follow-up case that came to be known as Brown II. In 
Brown II, the Court presented comprehensive solutions that 
impacted the transportation of students, assignment of 
personnel, and physical facilities. The Court’s opinion was 
that, because of their proximity, these remedies were best 
structured and monitored by the district courts. This 
allocation of responsibility to local authorities played a key 
role in future educational desegregation cases. 

During the 1960s and 1970s, anti-poverty and civil 
rights laws dramatically increased the role of the federal 
government in public education. Laws passed included 
Title VI of the Civil Rights Acts of 1964, Title IX of the 
Education Amendments of 1972, and Section 504 of the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, prohibiting discrimination 
based on race, sex, or disability. 

One of the primary characteristics distinguishing 
segregation in the Northern and Southern regions of the
United States has been the difference between de jure and 
de facto segregation. While the de jure laws that establish, 
and support, segregation can be abolished, de facto
segregation is situational, and thus more complicated to 
address. Historically, de jure segregation was the common 
form in the South. In Northern states, segregation resulted 
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from economic and social conditions, rather than 
legislation. Interestingly, when de jure educational 
segregation in the South was addressed, it could be 
replaced by de facto segregation. 

As noted by Richard Rothstein, it is now generally 
accepted the racial isolation of black students is now de 
facto, especially in Northern metropolitan areas of the US 
(Rothstein, 2013). As we will see, de facto segregation is a 
subtler form of segregation based on policies and people 
who resisted the integration of residential neighborhoods. 
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Go down, Moses,
Way down in Egyptland

Tell old Pharaoh
To let my people go.

When Israel was in Egyptland
Let my people go

Oppressed so hard they could not stand
Let my people go.

~Go Down Moses, Negro Spiritual

Kevin A. Williams II, The Worst Sight, hand embellished 
giclee on canvas, 36x36 in, Limited Edition.
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I been rebuked and I been scorned,
I been rebuked and I been scorned,

Chillun, I been rebuked and I been scorned,
I’se had a hard time, sho’s you born.

Talk about me as much as you please,
Talk about me as much as you please,

Chillun, talk about me as much as you please,
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Gonna talk about you when I get on my knees.

~I Been Rebuked and I Been Scorned, Negro Spiritual

This little light of mine
I'm going to let it shine

Oh, this little light of mine
I'm going to let it shine

Hallelujah
This little light of mine
I'm going to let it shine

Let it shine, let it shine, let it shine

Ev'ry where I go
I'm going to let it shine

Oh, ev'ry where I go
I'm going to let it shine

Hallelujah
Ev'ry where I go

I'm going to let it shine
Let it shine, let it shine, let it shine

Out in the dark
I'm going to let it shine

Oh, out in the dark
I'm going to let it shine

Hallelujah
Out in the dark
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I'm going to let it shine’

Let it shine, let it shine, let it shine

~This Little Light of Mine, Gospel




